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Anne Jordan

The Art of Novel Writing
Join Anne Jordan as she speaks about tips and
techniques to improve your writing. Anne is a
professional screenwriter who teaches aspiring
novelists and screenwriters at many of Northern
California’s colleges and universities. She’s
written two novels, one How-To book, and
dozens of screenplays. Several of her students
have gone on to successfully sell and produce
their work. Anne lives in Santa Rosa and is
currently working on a variety of television and
film projects.

Date: December 13, 2012
Time: 6:30 – 9:30 p.m.
Place: Santa Rosa (For reservations, readings,
directions, and our festive potluck dinner contact:
salon@redwoodwriters.org)
Spend a wonderful day in the Sonoma countryside!
Bring your stories and poems to share. Readings are
for up to five minutes. The Redwood Salon offers a
relaxed atmosphere to practice for your book signings,
hear other writers read from their work, connect with
your peers, sign-up to be informed of openings in
writing groups, and enjoy a pot-luck dinner. It’s fun
and free!
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VICE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
The Redwood Writers Buffet
By Robbi Sommers Bryant, Vice President
As the holidays draw closer, I can't help but wonder why we wait
until this time of year to consider the gift of giving. And even more so,
why this giving is done through commercialism, especially in such
economic times as we face today.
What I love about Redwood Writers is that we are an organization
based on the premise of "writers helping writers.” And as a member, I am
often awed by the number of people in our club who give freely of their knowledge and time.
I can recall an incident that woke me up to the joy of giving. As I rode through the magical rainbow
tunnel in Marin, I reflected on the days when everyone honked their horns and played a harmony of brevity
to each other. Enter a tunnel, honk your horn. It's what we did. All of us. Others honked back. Beeps and
laughter echoed from car to car, stranger to stranger.
I still honk. However, no one honks back. A sign of disconnection from each other? As I approached
the Golden Gate Bridge and relished the gifts that Northern California offers: the spectacular view of the
city, the glory of the bridge itself and the vastness of the ocean, that sense of detachment continued to drape
me like a thin, grey cloud.
Upon reaching the tollbooth, the toll collector told me that the person in front of me had already paid my
toll. The stranger sped on, not waiting around to receive my thank you wave. It surprised me how much this
small, but unexpected gift affected my general outlook. In fact, it made my day. I'll never forget the sense of
joy this gift brought to me. In that moment, people cared about strangers and I loved it. In reality, it was a
simple $4 (back then) but the true gift came in the wonderful way I felt afterwards.
From that point on, I started paying for the car behind me and have for every single time since then.
This feeling evoked by knowing that I made someone "out there" smile makes me believe that in some small
way, I'm contributing to the healing and well-being of others. My favorite part? Not being around for the
thank you. The gift becomes more about the recipient's joy than about them thanking me. I imagine the smile
and the pleasure an unexpected gift brings and keep moving forward.
This is exactly what we, the Redwood Writers, are all about. Take a moment to wonder how things
happen in our club. Did you know there is a team of volunteers running our website? How did last year's
conference happen? Consider the group of people who worked on this for over a year. Do you actually
know how much time the executive team and board members give to make things run smoothly...and do so
freely. And why? Our members like to give and we don't wait around for the "Thank you."
This season we have a book drive for the Living Room and the Free Bookmobile. Why? Because it
feels good to help others. A new member joins; older members help guide them in ways of writing and
publishing. Just get a book published? We've got author launches to get you noticed. We have author
support groups. We have spots every meeting where you can sell your books. And on and on.
The bottom line is this: doing acts of kindness does indeed perpetuate our connectedness to others. It
passes on a sense of hope and possibly brings one more person into the fold of "passing it on.” In this way,
we stay connected to others; I share in the smile I gave someone and perhaps they, then, give to someone
else, as well. The only way to experience this is to try it yourself. Give to someone and see how it feels.
So, my fellow writers. Enjoy the giving. Give to your friends. Give to a stranger.
You'll be glad you did.
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MEMBER IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Karen Batchelor

By Ana Manwaring
My friend, mentor and often inspiration, Karen
Batchelor, started writing when she was ten. Her
first work, five handwritten pages, was co-authored
with her best friend in 1958, and may still be
pending revision and publication. As a teen, Karen
fell in love with poetry.
After university, Karen served in Korea as a
Peace Corps volunteer (1972-1974). She kept
journals and wrote poetry, some published in
literary magazines including Literary Messenger,
Dialogue, and Wide Open.
In 1978, she won several cash awards, and
realized “writing poetry was not a career option.”
Instead, she took a job at City College of San
Francisco teaching English and ESL for thirty-five
years. She’s written articles and co-authored eight
ESL texts. “Creative writing was always a sidedish—squeezed in when I could.” Part of that
squeezing produced her first novel, Murder at
Ocean View College, a delightful mystery set on a
college campus and crafted for the emerging
English language reader.
Since her 2009 retirement, and nearly threeyear battle with cancer, writing has become more
important than ever. Every day she writes at least
five minutes, if that’s all she can do. The effect:
she’s
recently
published
stories
in
diversevoicesquarterly.com, CWC Literary Review,
and the Peace Corps 50th anniversary anthology,
giving her some great exposure. Alas, “great
exposure doesn’t pay the rent.”
I asked Karen what has helped her in her
writing career and she emphatically names classes
and critique groups. “Reading others’ work and

listening to comments about your own, provides a
wonderful education.” Karen is a founder of
Wordweavers, a group that has met now for seven
years. She has also studied under Shelly Singer for
many years. It was in Shelly’s group she revised
Murder at Ocean View College.
Karen reminds me that, “in fact, critique
groups are a method we used to grow Redwood
Writers.” I recall our club when Karen was elected
president in 2007: 30-40 members, $300 in the
bank and five volunteers. We’d atrophied due to an
aging membership and costly dinner meetings.
Karen and team injected Redwood Writers with
some new programs. Karen, with Kate Farrell,
started our Vintage Voices tradition, and edited the
first five volumes. She started Member in the
Spotlight, the July Author Launch, regular writing
contests and the first Redwood Writers conference
in twenty years. She oversaw the start of Odd
Month Reading with Ann Wilkes and Mona
Mechling, the Redwood Salon with Ana
Manwaring, and ran the logo and motto contests
won by David Prothero and Ann Philipp. By 2009,
membership was over 150. Karen says, “It’s
gratifying to see programs still going, strengthened
and expanded to fit a growing membership.” She
points out that we haven’t met our five-year goal of
three hundred members, but Karen is grateful to be
a part of our wonderful organization.
As to her writing goals, Karen Batchelor says,
“other than the Pulitzer prize?” She wants to see
new novel, Snapshots of St. Lorraine, 1960,
“finished and number one on the bestseller list!”
So do her friends, children, and grandchildren.

Therese Van Wiele
Marie Judson
Welcome Back Gil Mansergh!
Thank you for renewing your
Emeritus membership!
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Creating Characters
Part of an occasional
discussion on writing
fiction
Karen Batchelor
Among the essential elements of a good
story—plot, language, setting—perhaps the most
important element is the characters. We can use
robots, zombies, ghosts, dogs, aliens, a great white
whale. Even the location can be considered a
character. Whatever/whoever these characters are,
some basic ideas need consideration. Two important
points—and they are related: 1) Characters should
not be pure good or evil and 2) The reader should
sympathize with and root for the character to
succeed.
Apply some warts: During lunch with a
fellow writer who has worked on a movie script for
quite a while, I learned that her story was
considered promising by a group of people who
could influence the outcome of the project. They
liked the story. But the main character was just “too
good.” My friend understood immediately and is
back at her computer giving her characters some
blemishes.
It is easier to create a kind, loving, generous,
hard-working character, or a mean, violent, hateful
person who has no regard for anyone else. But we
don’t recognize these characters as real. I just read a
newspaper article about a nun with a gambling
addiction. Now that would be an interesting
character.
Make the character someone to root for.
Just recently in a critique group, a participant
commented on an early draft of a story I had just
written. She liked the action, the conflict, the issues,
the setting, but she said, “I didn’t like the character.
She was too selfish.” That gave me pause, and I
began to re-examine this character. I understood.
Most readers would not cheer for this woman who,
for no obviously solid reason, left her husband in
1960. I realized the critic was right. So I re-wrote
the story and made her more sympathetic. It’s much
better now.

How can we offer a more realistic character?
The stereotypical example is the “prostitute with a
heart of gold.” But here are some other examples.
The serial killer could have a soft spot for cats or
small children. The tough, distant mother may cry
in private over her decisions. The man who runs a
local food bank may have committed a serious
crime as a teen.
Your challenge: Write a paragraph description
of each character and be sure to round each one out
with positive and negative qualities.
1. A bully on the playground.
2. A dedicated nurse.
3. A corporate raider.
4. A firefighter.
Karen Batchelor has published poetry, short stories, essays
and professional articles. She is co-author of eight
textbooks, and her novel Murder at Ocean View College
was published by Houghton-Mifflin in 2006. Her work has
appeared in Sanskrit, The Contemporary West, Diverse
Voices Quarterly, Career Education, Wide Open, CWC
Literary Review, and other literary journals. She won an
Honorable Mention in a Writers Digest Contest, and was a
finalist in a Glimmer Train contest in 2008. She also won
two online contests with wordsfordollars.

Upcoming RWC Contests!
Playwriting Contest for 10-Minute Short Plays:
submission deadline February 1, 2013. Winning
plays will be produced in coordination with the 6th
Street Playhouse at the Third Annual Redwood
Writers Play Festival June 28-30, 2013.
Memoir Contest: submission deadline June 15,
2013. Awards at the August 2013 general
membership meeting.
Fiction Contest: submission deadline July 15,
2013. Awards at the September 2013 general
membership meeting.
Poetry Contest: submission deadline August 15,
2013. Awards at the October 2013 general
membership meeting.
The Contest coordinator is Linda Loveland Reid.
Contest awards, judges, and other details will be
made available as the dates near on the Redwood
Writers website at www.redwoodwriters.org.
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POETRY PLACE
Adobe Dust

Precocity

—Christina Gleason©2011

—Marie Millard

adobe dust
beige-grey
...greige
this new color,
a sifted word
a fragment light
the dust of dreams
at dusk and dawn

Green liquid amber, so happy in summer
Exalting in emerald while emerald lasts
One of your leaves, though, has turned gold too early
It flutters and twirls to show how it contrasts
How will it look come the end of October
When all your inhabitants blaze orange and red
Will it be blazing, still blazing among them
Or will it be looking up, shriveled and dead

embossed collected shards
sign fallen passion
of figment sabers
and steel filament
soundless
dust
of
adobe

Poetry Place is now a regular feature in the
newsletter. Each month a poem or two will
be selected to be printed in the newsletter.
Poems will be chosen based on the space
available. Send one poem per person. Use 12
point Times New Roman font. Shorter poems
work best. Send poems as a Word document
and email to Juanita J. Martin, Acquisitions
Editor. freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com.
**Note: Poems need to be sent by the 10 th of
the month to be included in the following
month’s issue. - Juanita Martin

Bring Books to the December 6 Membership Meeting!
Our Holiday book drive for NEW board books for children ages 0-5 in both English and Spanish is for
The Living Room. Do not wrap books.
The Living Room is the only daytime drop-in center in Sonoma County specifically serving homeless
and at-risk women and their children: http://www.thelivingroomsc.org. Board books are best for
homeless families since they are durable and travel well. Books will be given to homeless families at the
Living Room Holiday party December 20th.
Also, the Bookmobile needs used books! They accept almost all kinds of books, but need current,
relevant non-fiction (for both kids and adults), toddler and early reader books, and teen/young adult
material. For more information: http://sonomacountybookmobile.org/
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Amazon Reviews:
Do’s and Don’ts
By Blake Webster

Years ago when I published my first few books
I used to head over to Fiverr (www.fiverr.com) and
buy a few reviews in order to develop the
momentum. Fiverr is a website that allows visitors
to purchase almost any type of service for $5.00. I
would make sure to purchase from American
reviewers, with unique IP addresses and legitimate
Amazon accounts. In fact, I would send them a PDF
copy of the book, ask to see sample reviews, and
ask for a five star review. That worked fine for a
few years until word got out that Amazon actually
had employees running offers for reviews, and
when unsuspecting authors signed up, Amazon
would pull the titles from the catalog.
Another rule of thumb is to never write your
own reviews. Amazon tracks the IP address of your
internet connection and will more than likely pull
those reviews.
Now I follow more legitimate approaches in
setting up the first few reviews.
It’s always nice to ask your friends to write
some reviews, but I like to spread my reviews
around the country, or throughout the world, so that
the reviews are not so localized.
I have always suggested that authors try to set
up an Author Network. This would involve finding
other authors in writing forums, Kindle groups, etc.
and forming a small network of around seven to ten
members, who are willing to purchase copies of
each other’s books after they are released. Provided
your title is available in both paperback and Kindle,
the network members can purchase the cheaper
Kindle version, post their review, and the review
will be made available for both versions of the title.
When someone purchases your title and then posts a
review, the reviewer will be listed as a Verified
Purchaser, which lends more weight in the Amazon
search algorithms.
There are also Facebook Kindle groups that are
set up to assist Kindle authors in developing their

eBooks. These groups also make reviews available
from the members.
It’s also a good idea to ask to see the review
before it’s posted to make certain the reviewer has a
command of the English language.
Due to recent changes at Amazon, it appears
that authors with titles in the Amazon catalog are
not allowed to review books. Forbes magazine
recently published an article on the confusion
surrounding the issue:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/suwcharmanander
son/2012/11/07/amazon-tackles-review-problemdeletes-wrong-reviews/
Amazon has been approached for clarification,
but to date has refused to comment.
Perhaps the best approach for the time being
would be to develop a network of non-authors to
purchase and review your titles.
Another approach is to gift a Kindle title to
someone in exchange for a review. Gifting a title
will not classify the reviewer as a Verified
Purchaser, but it still carries legitimate weight in the
review process.
We always go exclusive with Amazon for our
Kindle titles by signing up for Amazon’s KDP
(Kindle Direct Publishing) Select. One of the
advantages of KDP Select is that you are allowed to
make your title available free for twenty-four hours,
five times in a ninety-day period. As soon as our
title is active in the Kindle catalog, I make it
available free for twenty-four hours. This helps to
develop momentum in the Amazon search engine.
This is also a perfect time to alert people in your
group or network so that they can download a copy
and provide a review.
Blake Webster is a web developer, web publisher,
SEO consultant, internet marketer, published author,
CreateSpace and Kindle developer. Blake and Frances
Caballo are offering a new workshop entitled Starting
Out Right with LinkedIn & WordPress on December
1, 2012 at the Best Western Plus in Santa Rosa.
Details and signup info at:
http://socialwebmediatraining.com/workshop-dates/
For more information on web development and further
workshops visit www.mediadesignservices.com. Blake
can be reached at blake@mediadesign-mds.com or by
calling 707-836-8389.
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My ten-minute play "Flavor of the Month" produced in Brisbane, Australia in
August 2012 has been selected for production at the 2013 Short and Sweet Sydney
Festival. It will be performed in Sydney in January and February. I will be featured
on Women's Voices on KZYX radio, 91.5 FM or kzyx.org, on December 3, 2012
at 7:00 pm.
Also, Sacajawea of the Shoshone has been nominated for the American Library
Association's Amelia Bloomer Project. - Natasha Yim

My short story, The Bear, was awarded a third place prize in the California Writers
Club Fault Zone literary contest. This fictionalized vignette is based on a true
event, told by my 90-year-old father-in-law, a bear guide in Siskiyou County for 30
years.- Charles Markee

Poems by Barbara Toboni and Patsy Ann have been selected by Napa’s
poet laureate Leonore Wilson to be part of a traveling collection of
framed broadsides. Their work is presently on display at ABC Bakery,
Napa. (Photograph: Barbara Toboni (left) and Patsy Ann Taylor
(right) at Broadsides at ABC Bakery, Napa – Patsy Ann Taylor

Davis Publishing has re-released To Sue or Not to Sue by member L.J. Belle, Legacy of
the Heart by former member Hank Mattimore, and Stop the Blues from Stealing
December by Diane H. Davis. Louise’s book did very well – selling 25 copies; Hank’s
sold 6; mine sold 12. Each was a three-week run at eight outlets. Visit www.davispublishing.biz for book information. –Diane H. Davis
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Redwood Writers Open Mic Readings
Featuring Conrad Bishop and Elizabeth Fuller
Master of Ceremonies is Farrell Winter.

Date: December 22, 2012
Time: 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Place: SoCo Coffee, 1015 4th St,
Santa Rosa.

Join us for camaraderie and coffee or tea. Light salads,
sandwiches, and snacks are available. Please support the
SoCo Coffee venue with a purchase. Open Mic sign-ups start
at 2:30 p.m. First come, first serve. Open Mic Limited to five
min. per person.
Contact: Abby Bogomolny at ever3009@gmail.com or
Robin Moore at rockridge6532@comcast.net. For details
visit our website: http://redwoodwriters.org/.

Contest and Call for Submissions: Anthology
Entry fees: $20 for prose, $15 for poetry.
Deadline: January 15, 2013.
Editors: Kate Farrell, Linda Joy Myers, Amber Lea Starfire
Where were you in the 60s and 70s? Seeking women with telltale stories of
that extraordinary era for a unique anthology: Times They Were AChanging: Women Remember the 60s and 70s. Prizes will be awarded to
the top three works, though all entries are eligible for publication: First –
$300, publication, and 5 copies of the anthology; Second - $150,
publication, and 3 copies of the anthology; Third – $75, publication, and 2
copies of the anthology. For complete guidelines and to enter, go to:
www.timestheywereachanging.com

Create a Christmas Poem with a Friend
Date: December 16, 2012
Time: 3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Cost: $15.00 team rate

Diane H. Davis invites you and a friend to
a fun affordable get-together sponsored by
the community outreach program at Davis
Publishing. We’ll discuss poetry, make a
poem as a group, and then break into
teams for more creativity. A warm home,
coffee, and tea are provided.
Call Diane Davis at (707) 664-8656 to register
and obtain directions.
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Monday, December 10, 2012 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Gaia's Garden, 1899 Mendocino Ave., Santa Rosa
Several members will read a short piece from the Call of the
Wild anthology
Several members will read from the Call of the Wild Anthology. Please email
Mona at monamech@gmail.com or Jeane at info@jeaneslone.com regarding
whether there is still room to read from the anthology.
Editor’s Note: there is no Wine and Dine with Local Authors at the Redwood
Café during December due to the Christmas holiday. Regular programming
will continue in January.
Help a child learn to read! Volunteer today for Schools of Hope!
Research shows the ability to read at grade level by the third grade is a predictor for graduating from high
school. In Sonoma County, more than half of third grade students are reading below grade level. Schools
of Hope is an early intervention program for children who are struggling with reading by providing one-toone literacy tutoring. Volunteer recruitment and training, parent engagement and rigorous program
evaluation are also important parts of this unique program.
In as little as ONE hour a week make, a difference in a child's life!
For more information about being a volunteer tutor, contact Gretchen Werner at the Volunteer Center at
707.573.3399 x121 or gwerner@volunteernow.org. Learn more about the program or register for an
orientation at www.unitedwaywinecountry.org/sohsonoma.

Ordering merchandise online? Remember to go through our website www.redwoodwriters.org to with
many major merchants such as Amazon, Macy's, Apple, Expedia, Crate & Barrel, Toys R Us, and other
stores.
Shopping in the eScrip program does not cost you, the customer anything. Once you are signed up, and
you shop at one of the merchants that are in the eScrip Program, the donation to Redwood Writers will be
automatic. These merchants have agreed to donate to help non-profits. The money is waiting for us to
claim!
 Scroll down on the left column and click on the eScrip on-line mall link
 Click the "Add" button at the top right, then click the "Next" button
 Click the orange "Shop Now" button on the left
You don't have to be a registered eScrip user and Redwood Writers gets 1 to 16% of your order from
1,000 name brand merchants without any additional cost on your part.
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AUTHOR SUPPORT GROUP
Join us to chat about your writing life, to listen to others, and to share resources and ideas. We meet in the
Empire Room at the Flamingo Hotel every month at 1:00 p.m. before the general meeting. The goal of these
free meetings is to further our craft. Topics include:






Process-more time, organization, methods, rejection
Publishing-traditional, e-publishing, self-publishing
Research-web, magazines, books, personal contacts
Genre-memoir, non-fiction, mystery, romance, science fiction and whatever you can suggest
Critique groups-this is the place to come if you are interested in forming or participating in
new or existing groups.

Project Chair: Thonie Hevron was born in San Francisco and raised in Marin County. After
college, she worked for several California law enforcement agencies. She retired after 35
years and uses her experience to write thrillers based on the rich and textured life of the
people behind the badge. Read more at http://thoniehevron.wordpress.com

Facilitator Chair: Amber Lea Starfire writes fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and is a
freelance editor and a publisher. She has an M.A. from Stanford University in Design &
Development of Educational Programs as well as a B.S. from University of San
Francisco in Organizational Behavior. Her mission is to empower others to make
meaning of their lives, achieve their creative and expressive potentials, and tell their
stories, by helping them access their inner wisdom and creative power through the act of
writing. Contact Amber at http://www.writingthroughlife.com/contact

CWC South Bay Writers Presents
Martha Alderson, the Plot Guru
Author of Blockbuster Plots and the Plot Whisperer

Date:
Time:
Place:
Cost:

Sunday, January 27, 2013
9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Harry’s Hofbrau, 390 Saratoga Avenue, San Jose
CWC South Bay Member $55; Nonmember $65

A great plot can turn your stories into reality. Learn plot-planning intensives: techniques of story structure
including character development and dramatic action. What does it take to go from a story to a novel? From
a computer screen to a movie? Martha Alderson, M.A., is a writer of historical fiction and a writers’ coach
and plot consultant.
Workshop includes lunch and morning snack Go to http://southbaywriters.com/wordpress/blockbuster-plotsworkshop/ for more information and to sign up.
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Conflict? What conflict?

Meet the New Muses Creativity
Workshop

By Susanna Solomon

Conflict? What conflict?
Exactly. I just spent two weekends with Jim Frey
http://www.jamesnfrey.com/ who preached to eight of us
poor souls as to how to accomplish great storytelling. He
told us how to generate interesting characters, that we
had to write drama, that our characters needed to want
something, that they had to struggle to get it, that we had
to go to the heart of the emotion, and show it.
Those of us who have had his workshops before
thought we knew this stuff, that this time our work
would not be subject to criticism, that we weren’t as
uneducated as the newbies. We were wrong. Even us old
hands left with lots of ideas and lots to learn, and
manuscripts that needed a lot of work.
Out of each of us he coaxed our stories, drew out
the love for our characters, pleaded, cajoled, illustrated,
acted out, helped us dream up great plots, and brought us
to the possibility that we too could write great fiction.
And for those of us who thought pretty writing was the
way to go got an ugly surprise. And for those of us who
wrote uninteresting dialogue, we got a diatribe. “That’s
pedestrian writing,” he said, grabbing his hair. “Make it
sparkle,” he said, “Make it fresh.” Some of our work
lacked “conflict”, some of our characters were “dull”,
some of our ideas could be better. We all left the
conference inspired, amazed and charged up. All of us
will improve come hell or high water – and will be back
for more.
James N. Frey has written a ton of books on
writing. How to Write a Damn Good Novel, How to
Write a Damn Good Novel II, The Key, How to Write a
Damn Good Mystery, How to Write a Damn Good
Thriller, as well as lots of novels. He gives workshops
periodically. His next one will be next year.

A longtime resident of Marin County, Susanna Solomon writes
short stories inspired by entries in the Sheriff’s Calls section of the
newspaper The Point Reyes Light. Her stories have appeared in the
online magazine Harlots Sauce Radio, the San Anselmo, San
Rafael and Larkspur-Corte Madera Patch(es), and fifteen of her
stories have appeared in The Point Reyes Light. Her short story
collection, Sheriff’s Calls From The Point Reyes Light, will be
coming out next year from Harper Davis Publishers. She has been a
featured reader at Pints 'N Prose, Why There Are Words, Quiet
Lightning, and Lip Service West. www.susannasolomon.com

Date: Saturday, January 19, 2013
Time: 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Cost: Members: $25. Non-Members: $35.
Where: Best Western Wine Country Inn, 870
Hopper
Road,by
Santa
RosaSommers Bryant
Presented
Robbi
Are you a creative person but blocked? Do
procrastination, perfection or being overwhelmed
keep you from your creative self? In this
workshop, Robbi Sommers Bryan will show you
how to:
 Break through writer’s block
 Get past procrastination, resistance and
perfection
 Open new creative channels
 Think outside the box
 Practice valuable exercises
 Ignite Creative Passions
 Stomp out overwhelm
Robbi Sommers Bryant is a certified Modern Day
Muse Facilitator. She is the author of five novels,
five short story collections and one book of poetry.
Having suffered through a devastating writer's
block after the loss of her son, Robbi has since
published The Beautiful Evil, winner of the
BAIPA best genre fiction award, the LA Book
Festival Honorary Mention and is currently a
Kindle Book Review semi-finalist. Her newest
novella, Dream, has been released.
Sponsored by Redwood Writers. For more
information and to register for this workshop, go to
www.redwoodwriters.org/events/workshops/.
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An interview with Karen Grencik

By Natasha Yim
Karen Grencik is a literary agent who
specializes in children’s books. In June 2011, she
joined forces with former Tricycle Press editor
Abigail Samoun to form Red Fox Literary
Agency. Karen has graciously offered a 10-page
manuscript critique as the top prize in the
Redwood Writers Young Adult Writing contest.
Contest Chair Natasha Yim chats with Karen
about her path to agenting, what manuscripts she’s
looking for, and her thoughts on e-books and the
roles agents play in this market.
Natasha: Tell us a little about your path to
becoming a literary agent.
Karen: I became an agent because of a life
story that I wanted to see published. Double Luck,
Memoirs of a Chinese Orphan, written by Lu Chi
Fa with Becky White was published by Holiday
House in 2000 and opened doors for me to
transition from a court reporting career to a
fulfilling and exciting career as a literary agent.
Natasha: What kind of manuscripts are you
looking for?
Karen: I look for heartfelt stories that are
beautifully written. I gravitate more toward
literary material than commercial. A manuscript
has to literally give me the chills before I can
commit to it, so I look to be moved emotionally or
to learn something about the world I would not
have known had I not read the manuscript.
Natasha: Can you share with us a recent
project you acquired and what attracted you to the
project?

Karen: I’ve just signed an author who
originally submitted to me in early 2011. She
received seven offers for representation on her
most recent manuscript and after considerable
discussion she felt that Abi’s editorial skills and
my personal skills were the best package for her.
She has written the first novel of a YA trilogy that
has a fresh, compelling concept and we look
forward to going out with it.
Natasha: Are you still accepting new clients
and how can writers best approach you for
representation?
Karen: Unfortunately we have had to close to
unsolicited submissions and we only accept
submissions now from attendees at conferences
where we present. I feel badly that people can’t
have access to us without spending the time and
money to attend a conference, but it was simply
unmanageable for us. We know the attendees at
conferences are serious and committed to their
craft and those are the kinds of people we want to
hear from.
Natasha: What are your thoughts on e-books
and the role agents play in this market?
Karen: I know that several agencies are
getting into the business of assisting their authors
in publishing e-books and taking the standard 15%
royalty from sales, and I have no problem with
that. Abi and I are not ready to transition into that
market yet. We both love to see our books come to
life on paper and to hold them in our hands.
Natasha: What are your top 3 tips for
aspiring writers trying to break into publishing
children's books?
Karen: Study, study, study, work, work,
work, and...be nice!

~
This interview has been truncated due to space
limitations.
To read the entire interview with Karen, please go
to http://natashayim.blogspot.com/2012/11/fridayfeaturesinterview-with-karen.html.To find out
more about Karen and Red Fox Literary agency,
please visit www.redfoxliterary.com.
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Winners of the Mystery Contest!
First Place: Room Thirteen by P.S. Foley
P.S. Foley is the author of Riding Godzilla and the soon to be released, Something
Fearless. A graduate of Stanford University, he lives in Sebastopol with his wife, two
daughters, two poodles, two cats, and a host of wild animals. Room Thirteen is the
first of a series of short stories about Catholic priest Father James Liaden. Foley has
also worked in film on such movies as Mask and The Thing Called Love.

Second Place: Malena Eljumaily, Smooth Move
Malena Eljumaily has been a member of Redwood Writers since 2008. She is currently
the Membership Chair for the Northern California chapter of Sisters in Crime. Though
mystery is her primary genre, she sometimes switches gears and writes about subjects
other than murder and mayhem. Her short play, Special Delivery, won the Audience
Choice Award at the 2012 Redwood Writers Ten Minute Play Festival. She lives in Santa
Rosa.

Third Place: The Trouble with Sylvia by Cheri Ause
Born in Ohio, Cheri Ause spent most of her life in Salt Lake City, where she
married, raised two children, and spent 31 years teaching teenagers the finer points
of literature, grammar, and composition. In May 2010, she and her husband moved
to Gualala where she writes short fiction, poetry, and most recently, memoir. Her
work has appeared in The Redwood Coast Review, Midwest Literary Review,
Fiction 365, and Every Day Poets, among others.

Room Thirteen
by P.S. Foley
It was after midnight and Father Liaden was tired.
He had been struggling to get the words right for a
sermon he was to deliver the following Sunday
morning. It was an ambitious sermon whose theme was
about the seduction of temptation and how everyone
has the strength to overcome it. In the back of his
mind, he knew he was being idealistic. His country
parish was small, the people uneducated, and, as with
most of Ireland, superstitious. Still, it was the privilege
of youth to be idealistic, and he was inspired. Since he
was a young boy, Father Liaden had dreamed of being
a priest. He had finally gotten his chance.
That’s when the phone rang. It was a nurse from
the small hospital ten miles away in the town of
Galway Bay.
“Sorry to bother you father. But it’s Sean Fieney.
I don’t think he’s going to last the night.”

In the five months he had been assigned to his
parish, Father Liaden had never spoken to Sean Fieney
though he knew who he was. Sean Fieney was in his
seventies and had the curious habit of lingering at the
door just outside the church during mass. He never
entered the church. The man reminded the young priest
of a hungry child who peers in the window of a bakery
knowing he doesn’t have the money for the goods.
Once, Father Liaden had attempted to approach him.
But the old man had refused to speak to him and
quickly walked away.
“The last time he woke,” the nurse continued, “he
asked for you.”
“Me?” Father Liaden was surprised. There had
been other times he had seen Sean Fieney watching
him from a distance. On O’Malley Street where the
shops were and one time standing outside the rectory
staring up at the windows.
“Yes, you,” the nurse confirmed. “He said he has
something to tell you and I think he wants the Last
Rites.”
(continued on next page)
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“All right,” Father Liaden agreed. “If he wakes
again tell him I’m on my way.”
The young priest was familiar with the small
hospital in Galway Bay. He had been there several times
to visit members of his flock as they recuperated or lay
dying. It was part of the duties of a parish priest. But he
had known the people or at least their families. Father
Liaden did not know Sean Fieney or any of his family.
As far as he knew Sean Fieney didn’t have any family
nor did anyone really know much about him. All the
priest knew was that he kept to himself on a farm outside
of town.
As he dressed, the priest felt annoyed. He could
hear the rain coming down in sheets outside and the
shutters on the rectory windows slamming against the
building from the howling wind. He also wasn’t satisfied
with his sermon yet. He grew more annoyed as he ran
through the rain under his umbrella from the rectory to
the old Ford Station wagon the parish supplied. A car
that needed new tires and was often unreliable.
It was when he pulled out of the driveway and onto the
road his annoyance gave way to something else. Fear.
From seemingly out of nowhere, a car appeared behind
him. It was true that for someone to be on the road at
this late hour and on such a miserable night was unusual
but why this produced the anxiety he was suddenly
feeling left him perplexed. He didn’t often feel fear.
Even in the most trying circumstances. As a young
seminary student he had spent a year in Africa and one
day led the other students in defending a small church
without violence against a mob that wanted to sack it.
People had commented on his courage and cool head.
As he drove, Father Liaden’s anxiety increased. For
two miles the car trailed him. He wondered if he was
being followed, Something, maybe his intuition or
instinct, or maybe even God, was telling him this wasn’t
right and to be careful. At the T intersection where
Inverness Road runs into Sligo Road and you can only
turn left or right, the priest turned left and the car behind
him did so, too.
Through his rearview mirror and side view mirror,
the priest watched the car following him. Over hill and
over dale and through the narrow and winding country
roads, the headlights followed. At one point, Father
Liaden pulled over to the shoulder to let the car pass
him. Instead, the car pulled over to the side as well and
sat idling twenty feet away. The young priest stared into
the headlights through the rearview mirror while the rain
pounded down.
“Who are you?” he asked himself
After waiting for five minutes, the priest pulled
away and the car behind him followed.
When the priest parked in front of the small two

story brick building, he noticed the car that had been
following him parked about fifty feet away. Father
Liaden got out of his car holding his umbrella and
carrying his briefcase containing the holy water, crucifix
and communion needed for the final sacraments. He
looked toward the car. He saw that the car was long and
black, the kind used for a funeral, and what appeared to
be an attractive woman wearing a black dress and heavy
veil exited from the back seat without an umbrella. It
was obvious she had been driven by someone else and
didn’t care about the heavy rain.
Again, a deep sense of foreboding overtook him as
the hair on the back of his neck stood on end telling him
to stay away. He turned quickly and walked toward the
hospital knowing that the woman was following him.
His mind raced. Why was she following him? What did
she want from him?
Inside, the nurse who had called sat waiting behind
a receptionist desk.
“Father, thank you for coming. He asked for you
again. I don’t think there’s much time.”
“Which room?”
“Room Thirteen. Up the stairs and down the hall to
your left.”
Father Liaden hurried up the stairs. Something told
him that the nurse was right. Somehow he knew this
situation was urgent and that time was of the essence. He
could still feel the woman behind him but he did not
look back. He was too afraid. In fact, every fiber of his
mind and body said run as he entered room thirteen.
Sean Fieney lay unconscious in his metal hospital
bed. His face was unshaven and drawn as he struggled
for breath.
Father Liaden dropped his umbrella and placed his
briefcase on the chair. Through his spiritual training, he
knew that the normal order of the Last Rites is first
confession, then the sacrament called the Anointing of
the Sick, and ending with communion. He decided that
because Sean Fieney was unconscious he would go
straight to the Anointing of the Sick. This would give the
man the best chance of having his sins forgiven. The
priest pulled out his vial of holy water and turned to the
dying man to begin the sacrament. But just as he opened
his mouth to say “Our Father” the door flew open and
there stood the woman
The priest tried to look through the veil to see her
face but there was nothing to see. The room suddenly
felt cold, almost frigid, and it sent shivers through the
young priest’s body. He dropped the vial of holy water
which crashed into pieces on the hard tile floor. Then he
grabbed the crucifix and held it out toward the woman.
She giggled softly and turned to Sean Fieney.
(continued on next page)
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“Do you take him or do you take me?” Her voice
was clear and strong, almost melodic.
The young priest turned to the old man whose
eyes opened wide in fear. The old man looked toward
the priest as if pleading for help, like a child who was
drowning. Then Sean Fieney’s eyes fell upon the
woman. The fear left his eyes and was replaced with
resignation.
“I take you,” he whispered.
Father Liaden looked back toward the woman but
she was gone. It was as if she had never been there.
The priest’s eyes returned to Sean Fieney and saw that
the old man was gone too. His life force had
disappeared with the woman.
The young priest fell to his knees and began to
pray. But he knew it was useless for he now
understood what the woman had wanted. She had
wanted Sean Fieney’s soul. He also knew that what
had appeared to him wasn’t a woman. It was
something else and all the crucifixes, all the holy water
and all the communion were powerless against it. Still,
he prayed for he did not know what else to do, and he
prayed until the sun rose over Galway Bay,
The next morning, Father Liaden slept in. Before he
had gone to bed, he had written a note for the rectory
caretaker instructing her to inform the congregation
that he would not be giving mass this Sunday. Then he
had slept and dozed trying to still his mind from the
previous night’s encounters. What he came away with
was a deep sense of mystery. Who was Sean Fieney
anyway and why did his soul have such importance to
the unspeakable evil that had confronted him last
night? It baffled and intrigued the priest like nothing he
had ever known.
He finally summoned the strength to leave his bed
at five in the afternoon. He made his way to the dining
room where Mrs. O’Connor brought him a bowl of
chicken soup. As he sat slurping his soup, there was a
knock on the door. He heard Mrs. O’Connor answer it.
She returned to the dining room.
“There’s a Mr. John Ridgeway, Esquire, with a
message from Sean Fieney.”
“All right,” Father Liaden said, wondering what
was going to happen next.
The young priest went to the front door to find a
diminutive and balding man standing before him.
“You’re rich,” the lawyer said.
“What?”
“You’re rich,” the lawyer repeated. “Sean Fieney
has left his fortune to you.”
“You mean the church?”
“No, you. Personally, Father James Liaden.”
“What?” the priest said again. He was
dumbfounded.

“You’re rich. Farm, house, machinery, bank
accounts. It’s a fortune, at least by country standards.”
“I don’t want the man’s fortune.”
“Oh come now,” the lawyer smiled. “Think of the
good you could do. I mean, you could distribute it to
the poor.”
“I don’t want it.”
The small lawyer smiled again. There was a
twinkle in his eye.
“Mr. Fieney thought you would say this. So he
added an incentive. He said there is a box over the
mantle of the fireplace in the house with a letter that
would explain everything.”
Money didn’t mean anything to the priest. But an
answer to the mystery of who was Sean Fieney was
worth something. For a moment, the priest almost bit.
But then he thought of the sermon he had written for
today. He realized the sermon about the seduction of
temptation had been for himself.
“The devil with you,” Father Liaden said. “I don’t
want it. Give the fortune to the state. I hope Sean
Fieney rests in peace.”
The priest closed the door, walked back to the
dining room, and finished his soup.
The End

Mystery Contest Chair:
Deborah Taylor-French
Judges were Rhys Bowen,
Shelly Singer, and Kelli
Stanley, Click on their names
to read more about their
writing careers.

My stories run up and bite me
on the leg - I respond by
writing down everything that
goes on during the bite. When I
finish, the idea lets go and runs
off. -Ray Bradbury
Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of
powerful feelings: it takes its origin from
emotion recollected in tranquility.- William
Wordsworth
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EDITOR’S CORNER

The Redwood Writer
P.O. Box 4687
Santa Rosa, CA 95402

Dear Redwood Writers,
The holidays are quickly approaching with
the new year just around the corner. 2013 will
bring new adventures for many of us, especially in
our writing endeavors. Before we know it, April
15, otherwise known as the last day to file taxes,
will arrive right on time.
Under normal circumstances, talking about
taxes before 2012 has ended might seem
premature, maybe even a bit anal. But, after
Bonnie Lee’s information, insightful, and
invigorating talk about taxes at the November
membership meeting, many of us have been
thinking about what we can and cannot claim as
writers.
One important question is whether we see our
writing as a hobby or a business. According to
Bonnie, your answer to this question will
determine what deductions, if any, you can claim
on your yearly tax return. Her book Taxpertise,
The Complete Book of Dirty Little Secrets, is jampacked with information writers can take to the
bank.
Hobby versus business does not apply only to
taxes, but to our writing in general and the type of
goals we set for ourselves. This brings us to our
Says You assignment for December:
Describe whether your writing is a hobby
or business. Remember, one sentence
only!

The deadline for newsletter content is the 15th of
each month. Anything after this date will be
saved for the next issue. Please email submissions
to Susan Littlefield at editor@redwoodwriters.org
The deadline for poetry is the 10th of each month.
Please email poetry submissions to Juanita Martin
at freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com

Submission Guidelines
Breaking News is for members to share writingrelated accomplishments only. Please write your
news in first person in 75 words or less, and don’t
forget to include a picture.
Article submissions should be around 500 words,
but we are flexible.
Announcements for the newsletter must be
writing related. Please include your picture and
details about your class or event. Please include
text copy of your event.
Why I Write and What I’m Reading. Please keep
word count to 60 words or less. Pieces will be
published as space permits. Overflow is saved for
the next newsletter.

Redwood Writers
General Membership Meetings

Happy holidays to all!
Susan Littlefield
Redwood Writer Editor
Chief Editor:
Acquisitions Editor:
Spotlight Editor:
Copyeditor:
Copyeditor:

Susan Littlefield
Juanita Martin
Osha Belle Hayden
Jeanne Miller
Mona Mechling

Thank you Osha, Jeanne, Juanita, and Mona
for all your hard work!

General membership meetings are held the second
Sunday of each month from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in
the Empire Room at the Flamingo Hotel.
Registration starts at 2:30. The address is 2777 4th
Street, Santa Rosa, CA 95405.
Board Meetings are held at the Flamingo Hotel in
the Empire Room at 12:30 p.m. prior to the
membership meeting. All members welcome.
Redwood Writers is a branch of the California
Writers Club.
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